


DSC Signer Hardware and Software Specification

DSCSigner  is  a  cross-platform,  browser  independent  solution  for  digital  signature  using
PKCS#11  tokens  developed  by  NIC  Kerala.  The  DSC  Signing  solution  overcomes  the
problem of applet-based DSC solutions due to the lack of browser support. The DSC Signer
is a client-based solution where the DSC capabilities are installed in the client machine as a
background service. The DSC Signer supports activities such as registration of DSC, signing
of data at client side, verification of signature in the server side. The solution is also cable of
signing PDF files with visible signature stamping in the document. DSCSigner solution is
supported in all the major operating systems viz Windows, Linux and macOS. The solution
can be integrated by applications developed in Java, PHP and .NET etc.

The DSCSigner tool is tested on different versions of Ubuntu Linux starting from Ubuntu 14
and found working. Similarly, the tool was tested on Windows 7 and above (64 bit). The tool
is not dependent upon any hardware and can work on machines with low configuration that
supports the operating systems -Ubuntu 14 and Windows 7 64 bit. The DSCSigner tool was
installed and tested on a Ubuntu desktop client having core i3 processor with 2GB RAM and
350GB hard disk.  

The Recommended Hardware and Software requirement Specification are:

Hardware: 

1) Supported Processors: 

a) Intel i3(or AMD Equivalent) and above

2) RAM: 

a) Minimum 2GB 

3) HDD: 

a) Minimum 320 GB 

Software: 

1) Supported Operating System: 

a) Windows 7 64 bit and above 

b) Ubuntu 14 and above

c) MacOS- Sierra 10.12

2) Java: 

a) Java 8 (Make sure that JRE 1.8 is installed)



3) Supported Browsers: 

a) Mozilla Firefox (57 or above)

b) Chrome (60 or above)

c) Internet Explorer (9 or above)

d) Microsoft Edge 42 and above

e) Safari 11.1 (on MAC)

FAQ on DSCSigner (Version 1.7)  

1. How will I install DSCSigner on client machine?

The DSCSigner software is available for Windows, Ubuntu and MacOS platforms.
Refer  the  DSCSigner  installation  document  provided with the  bundle  for  detailed
installation steps.

2. How will I ensure that the DSCSigner is running?

 

The  DSCSigner  service  starts  automatically  when a  DSC token is  connect  to  the
system. A DSCSigner icon will be shown in the Tray indicating that the service is
running. 

3. What should be done if the DSCSigner Service is not started automatically?

A shortcut icon namely “DSCService” will be created on the desktop after DSCSigner
installation.   In  case  DSCSigner  service  is  not  started  automatically,  the
“DSCService” icon available in the desktop may be used to manually start the service.

4. What should I ensure before signing?

The DSC token is connected to the system and the token driver is installed in the
client machine before signing.

5. Will  the DSCSigner detect automatically the token connected?



The DSCSigner will identify and configure certain DSC tokens automatically. 

6. What should I do if my token is not detected automatically by the DSCSigner?

There is a provision to add DSC tokens in case it is not available in the  list of token
in DSCSigner.

7. How can I manually add a DSC token driver to the DSCSigner?

In order to add a DSC token driver manually right click and select setting on the
DSCSigner icon in the Tray. Select custom option in the “Select DSC token” and
provide the DSC token driver.  After saving the configuration unplug and reconnect
the DSC token.

8. What should be done to access the DSCSigner service over https ?

In order to use DSCService over https, the corresponding browser must be configured
to trust the DSCSigner Client service. Refer the DSCSigner Installation manual for
detailed instruction. 

9. What should I do if the Message is shown like “Error while Initializing” after
token password is entered message is coming?

Make sure that you have entered the password correctly. If not then reload the page
and re-enter the password correctly.

10.What should  be done  if the Message is shown like “DSC token not found. Please
ensure that the token is connected”

Please re-connect your token properly to USB port. If you are using any manual proxy
configuration remember to add localhost  since DSCSigner is running as a local server

localhost, 127.0.0.1 



11.What version of  JRE is required in the client?

JRE 1.8 or above is required at the client for the DSCSigner.

12.What are the operating systems supported  by the DSCSigner?

d) Windows 7 64 bit and above 

e) Ubuntu 14 and above

f) MacOS

13.What are the browsers supported by the DSCSigner?

a) Mozilla Firefox (57 or above)

b) Chrome (60 or above)

c) Internet Explorer (9 or above)

d) Microsoft Edge (42 or above)

e) Safari (11 or above)


